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andSex the...
...not so single girl...single girl

Laura Jane MacBeth’s trapped in a sex 
bubble – and loving it

Let’s talk about sex, baby. Or not. 
Jo Usmar can’t decide 

It’s testament to how much I love writing this column that 
there are words making their way across the page right 
now. Because for the past three weeks I’ve been stuck in 

what we (I’ll get on to that in a second) are calling the Sex 
Bubble – and it’s not exactly the most productive place to be. 
But it is ENTIRELY UTTERLY UNBELIEVABLY ACE.

First, though, I should probably explain the ‘we’ bit. I met 
PhD Guy at a party. The circumstances weren’t ideal – we 
were in the world’s coldest house, I was huddled under a 
blanket and, for some reason, there were four bikes in the 
room. And yet we hit it o� , bonding over gin, a shared love 

of puns and the necessity of cuddling up for 
warmth. He told me about his thesis; I was 
actually interested and, three dates in, we 
found ourselves in The Bubble – a place 
we’re not overly keen to leave.

Now, I don’t want to induce too much 
general nausea, but life in a sex bubble 
is pretty great. Around 90% of the day is 
spent in bed, entirely naked. The rest 
is fi lled with eating, drinking, chatting 
and winding our way back to bed again. 
When we’re not in bed, we think about 

it, text about it and plot how to return 
to it at the earliest convenience. We’re 
defi nitely not being very intellectual. 

Which would be perfect if The 
Bubble was a recognised condition, 
subject to, say, a four-week sign-o�  
from work, while you get to focus 

on what really matters (essentially 
sex, gin, snogging and Scrabble). But 
it isn’t. And the rest of real life comes 
along with its ‘deadlines’, ‘meetings’ 
and ‘prior commitments’, and bursts 
our little bubble. It’s deeply unfair.

So, PhD Guy and I 
have decided to book a 

fi ve-day Mega Bubble to 
see if we can get this out 

of our system and return 
to some form of (*sigh*)
normality. And I’ll do my 
very best to report back on 
that. Promise.

“Then he started to do this weird strip. I think 
it was meant to be sexy, but he tripped on 

his pants and head-butted the ironing board.” A 
woman opposite me on the night bus is regaling 
me with her sexual escapades. “I’m laughing 
so hard I start coughing,” she continues, 
“so he launches himself across the bed – 
like a naked superman wearing just his 
socks – to thump me on the back.” 

What is it about strangers sharing sex 
stories with me on the night bus? While 
it’s better than trying to share actual sex 
with me on public transport, it’s not 
like I’m wearing a T-shirt printed with, 
‘Sex happens. Tell me about it.’ 

I tell Ben about these a� er-hours 
X-rated confessions. “So you’re chatting 
about our sex life on the bus? Brilliant. 
Tell them about the time you turned up 
outside my door wearing just a towel,” he says. 
“I WAS LOCKED OUT!” I bellow back. 

“The thing is, I don’t talk to strangers about 
my sex life; I talk to my friends,” I say to 
Mel* when we meet up. “No you don’t,” she 
retorts. “I know nothing about what you 
and Ben get up to – which is good, or I’d 
always picture him naked when I saw him 
and that’d be weird.” Hmm… very true. I 
realise that all my friends in relationships 
never reveal the nitty-gritty of their sex 
lives. We’ll talk about exes, fantasies and 
gross anecdotes, but nothing that involves 
serious boyfriends – unless it’s a genuine 
problem like, ‘He’s started wearing leather chaps under his 
jeans.’ All very di� erent from when you fi rst meet someone, 
live in The Bubble, and tell your mates how you’re surviving 

on nothing but strawberry-fl avoured lube. 
When you’ve been together a while, perhaps 

it’s easier talking to strangers on the bus than 
your friends, because you can keep things 
anonymous. Then again, perhaps some people 
are just much more comfortable than I am 
revealing the gory details of their sex lives. 
That doesn’t mean I don’t like listening, 
though. See you on the night bus?
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Check out our 
columnists’ blogs at 

Cosmopolitan.co.uk/blogs 
Follow Laura 

on Twitter 
@LauraJaneCosmo

and Jo 
@jousmar
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